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ABSTRACT
The Covid-19 pandemic started off a process that would drastically change the ways
to teach and learn, deepening and accelerating the relationship between technologies
and educational processes, reshaping the Higher Education scenario. The emergency
challenged Universidad de la República, the main public university in Uruguay, which
in turn designed and implemented Emergency Remote Teaching, that allowed the
continuity of Higher Education, minimizing academic impacts. Within this frame of
action, the Virtual Learning Environments Program elaborated a Contingency Plan for
teaching and learning, with an approach that considered Pedagogy of Care and Critical
Digital Pedagogy. One of the actions implemented was the Teacher Professional
Development Course “Teaching Online in Emergency Conditions”. This experience
constitutes a Massive Online Open Course (MOOC) -inspired course in Udelar. The article
describes this innovative experience in Teacher Professional Development, presents
the theoretical basis and methodological approach, the process and main decisions
concerning the course design. Also, it describes the achievements of the experience,
with the objective of identifying potential benefits of Teacher Professional Development
initiatives based on MOOCs in the frame of emergency conditions. It analyzes teachers’
contributions and interactions during the course to assess appropriation of educational
principles, methodologies and tools applied to online course redesign in the light
of Critical Digital Pedagogy and Pedagogy of Care. The initiative ended up being an
enriching alternative to approaching Teacher Professional Development, emphasizing
its relevance in the context of rapid response to the transition to Emergency Remote
Teaching. This experience adds up empirical data, to a necessary accumulation that
would in time, allow more generalizable appreciations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since early 2020, the world’s educational systems have been challenged by the emergency of
COVID-19, having to turn to technology to guarantee the right to education. Social injustice,
inequality and the digital divide have been exacerbated during the pandemic, requiring unique
and specific measures to address them, based on affection and empathy, open education
perspectives, and significant concerns about ethics, surveillance practices and data privacy that
result from dependence on some online private solutions (Bozkurt et al. 2020). The strategy
most generally implemented has been called Emergency Remote Teaching (ERT), which differs
from those characterized as Distance Education (Bozkurt et al. 2020). The potential impacts of
the so-called Great Onlining (Brown, Costello & Giolla 2020), generate concerns that involve the
way that these ERT practices could in some cases result in uncritical and dubious quality models
(Williamson, Macgilchrist, & Potter 2021). These practices could negatively affect the current
Higher Education scenario, deepening the ongoing digital transformation of the universities
(Selwyn 2014; Castañeda & Selwyn 2018), characterized by the rise of globalized neoliberalism
as a major external factor (Selwyn 2014).
On March 13, the first positive case of Coronavirus (COVID-19) placed Uruguay in the global
scenario of the pandemic. The Universidad de la República (Udelar), the biggest and oldest
public university in the country, was immediately oriented to guarantee the right to education
of more than 135,000 active students throughout the national territory (DGPlan 2019). The aim
was to sustain Higher Education, while minimizing the academic and social impact (Rodés &
García-Lutz 2020).
Considering online course design is an integral part of a teacher’s role which largely rests
on institutional support (Martin et al. 2019), online course design in emergency contexts is
even more dependent on a carefully planned, institutionally supported Teacher Professional
Development (TPD) program. This program should involve strategies that would foster critical
reflection and promote an understanding of the teaching decisions that these processes involve.
This article describes and analyzes one of the first TPD experiences in the pandemic emergency
at Udelar, which aimed at facilitating and scaffolding course migration, from face-to-face to
online environments. We present the theoretical and methodological approach, the process and
decisions concerning the chosen TPD strategy. We also analyze and evaluate the achievements,
with the objective of identifying potential benefits of TPD initiatives inspired by the MOOC model,
grounded in Critical Digital Pedagogy and Pedagogy of Care. This innovative experience, considered
and pondered within the context of a massive global emergency, contributes to the foundations
of a Digital University model based on appropriate, sovereign, and critical developments.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Addressing the challenge of a course migration within the already complex context of Higher
Education and digitally mediated processes during pandemic times, requires some initial
considerations. Educational practices are better analyzed with the wider context of socioeconomic and political changes taking place worldwide.
Universities have been threatened by the neoliberal model for more than four decades, as a
worldwide phenomenon (Harland 2009; Giroux 2002, 2005; Marginson & Rhoades 2002). In
Latin America, the neoliberal reform was characterized by the increase in access to Higher
Education, in tension with the deepening of the social and cognitive gap that expels the poorest
sectors or relegates them to a Higher Education of lower quality, and privatization (López
Segrera 2007; Brunner 2007).
This privatizing process delves into the current Digital University, which treats educational
technology as a market server, and students as clients (Johnston, MacNeill & Smyth 2018).
In the context of the current pandemic, platform capitalism (Srnicek 2017) was deepened,
accelerating the process of colonization of education by large corporations: Google, Apple,
Facebook, Microsoft, Amazon and Zoom (Williamson, Eynon & Potter 2020).
To contribute to sustainable development models, and to question the neutrality of pedagogy
and technology, a Critical Digital Pedagogy approach is essential. It is crucial in the case of
public Latin American universities, especially focused on guaranteeing educational continuity
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in political, social and economic settings characterized by inequity and exclusion, and the
privatization of education and technological infrastructures (Didriksson 2020).
Critical Digital Pedagogy implies centering practice on community and collaboration, remaining
open to diversity, creating dialogues for teachers and learners as full agents, as a method of
resistance and humanization (Morris & Stommel 2017). An appropriate, sovereign, and critical
approach implies addressing digital literacy and the transformation of the curriculum (Goodson
2005), as key dimensions of the Digital University committed to social justice (Johnston,
MacNeill & Smyth 2018). A critical digital pedagogical perspective constitutes a central
emancipatory element (Stommel & Morris, 2018). Within this perspective, the construction of
a Digital University is addressed as a public good (Solbrekke & Sugrue 2020; Johnston, MacNeill
& Smyth 2018; Aronowitz 2000). This approach has a long tradition rooted in Latin American
public, co-governed and free macro-universities (Arocena & Sutz 2017).
Addressing these highly complex problems, within the framework of a pandemic and from a
Pedagogy of Care perspective, involves significant challenges. It integrates the perspective of an
ethic of care (Barnes et al. 2015) as a fundamental dimension of teaching practice (Noddings
2013; Adams & Rose 2014) and the consideration of teaching as an experience of care. This
perspective implies analyzing dimensions of power, class, ethnicity, culture and access, in order
to minimize inequality and maximize the degree to which relationships are reciprocal and
oriented towards social justice (Rolón-Dow 2005). In addition, in the context of ERT, the need
to intentionally position a Pedagogy of Care in online learning emerges (Burke & Larmar 2021).
The challenge involves identifying TPD strategies that would allow for facilitating a reflective
process, with an approach from Critical Digital Pedagogy and Pedagogy of Care, seeking to
address diversity and vulnerability in the face of the emergency (Morris & Stommel 2017).
Moreover, migrating a face-to-face course to an online environment requires a reflective
open attitude to face the redesigning process (Bates 2016). Those challenges teachers
confront should involve an understanding of the differences among teaching modalities and
methodologies, as well as the development of certain competencies related to the use of a
variety of digital environments.
The TPD strategy adopted should also be a window of opportunity for innovation. Innovation
means creating new rules and practices which are different from those already known and
proposing alternative models based on new conceptions (Martínez Bonafé 2008). Innovation
is a process, a praxis, not an isolated action; rather, it is an informed and deliberative practice
that combines reflective thinking and informed choice, a deliberate and controlled process of
change implementation.
Although the target group of teachers have not been provided with pedagogical training, both
teaching experience and disciplinary knowledge have set a foundation for those teachers to
find a way of conceiving and implementing teaching, mainly in face-to-face environments
(Porta, Motz & de Querioz Lopes 2020; Graham 2015). Both this accumulated experience and
the specific knowledge of the subject matter, add up to the teacher’s familiar set of teaching
practices. This prior technological pedagogical content knowledge (Mishra, & Koehler 2006)
constitutes an unavoidable starting point for any TPD process.
Within this context, the chosen TPD approach should provide the basic theoretical and practical
tools, so that teachers can critically rethink their courses and redesign them, as agents of
curriculum change (Goodson 2005). The challenge involves generating a flexible and safe
work environment and engaging in reflective cycles upon their experience (Borko, Jacobs &
Koellner 2010). To enrich this process, the contribution of theoretical and methodological
tools should also be considered, allowing academic professionals to build new perspectives
on teaching and learning processes. This discovery and development process is enriched in
the exchanges (Gast, Schildkamp & van der Veen 2017). The possibility of getting involved in
instances of dialogue among peers, experiencing the same process, in the manner of the open
Academic Communities of Learning and Practices (Czerwonogora & Rodés 2019), constitutes
a fundamental instance to conceiving and producing applicable pedagogical-didactic designs.
As for the specific strategy developed, it was a TPD course called “Teaching online under
emergency conditions”, an initiative of the Educational Sectoral Commission. The design and
implementation of this initiative was inspired by the MOOC delivery model, aimed at massive
outreach to Udelars teachers, more than 11,000. The sanitary emergency caused by COVID-19
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required quick TPD response for ERT, and these MOOC-inspired strategies have been positively
evaluated (Ebner & Schön 2020; Huang et al. 2020).
The characteristics of MOOCs have been evolving since their start. Initially, a certain polarization
was considered between those that were based on connectivism as a learning theory and those
based on a cognitivist or behaviorist approach, however with their evolution these limits have
become somewhat diffuse, associating them with multiple forms and pedagogical intentions
(Trehan et al. 2017). The “Open” condition of these courses has also been transformed.
Arising from the Open Courseware movement, which understands openness as something
free, accessible, and reusable, MOOCs tend to depart somewhat from this conception and
understand the idea of openness

as something partially free and accessible, and generally not
reusable. Even with the appearance of business models that work on the basis of MOOCs, their
openness has been increasingly reduced.
A Critical Digital Pedagogy perspective on MOOCs involves reinventing them and their relationship
with Open Education, generating collaborative spaces for intrinsically motivated co-intentional
education, online learning, and critical practice (Morris & Stommel 2017). Following these
authors, Critical Digital Pedagogy demands that open educational environments be more than
content repositories, therefore, a MOOC cannot simply be a delivery device, but must first be
aimed at building empowered communities, making MOOCs a space for dialogue, openness
and change (Morris & Stommel 2017).

3. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
The Virtual Learning Environment Program -in Spanish Programa de Entornos Virtuales de
Aprendizaje (ProEVA)- published a Contingency Plan (ProEVA 2020). This plan provided an
institutional framework to contextualize, develop and deploy further strategies and devices
that would adapt to the variety of situations within. In May 2020, ProEVA launched the first
edition of the TPD Course “Teaching online under emergency conditions”. The course was
developed together with university experts from different faculties and institutes, seeking to
attend to the diversity of fields of knowledge and educational perspectives.
The following main traits describe the way this MOOC-inspired course was implemented: It
was placed on an institutional open-source platform: Moodle. It did not collect personal data.
The content was licensed as open for reuse, constituting an Open Educational Resource. It was
conceived as a reflective MOOC rather than content-centric, and considering variables related
to the Pedagogy of Care: simplicity, commitment, and empathy, deepening human contact. On
the other hand, the perspective of care extends to technological resources, in whose selection
a rigorous analysis that includes ethical and digital rights is promoted.
The challenge of an unknown context required that university teachers redesign, in order to fit
a different environment and integrate technological mediation. The professional development
strategy selected would have to help those teachers walk through this redesigning process in no
more than fifteen days. It was essential that the strategy consider the urgency of the moment,
proposing feasible, effective results in a really short time. Teachers needed a coping strategy that
would help them deal with the uncertainty and complexity of the time, as inspired by the caring
paradigm (Medina & Sandín 2006). A principle to keep in mind was that educating requires caring
for each other and for students, managing limited energy and resources. This would have to be
a core part of the proposed course. It meant posing realistic objectives, brief but sound content
and achievable tasks that would both cater for affective needs and practical, easily implemented
pragmatic knowledge. Those were the main inspiring ideas around which the course was created.

3.1 COURSE STRUCTURE
The instructional design sought to maintain a common logic and aesthetics that would allow
the recognition of various learning spaces. It offered activities and tasks existing in the VLE with
meanings different from those used in a conventional way, so that the participants could access
the various resources and so they would also use the design as a model for their new practices.
Module 1, called Redesign of online teaching, aimed to conceptualize transformations in the
framework of online teaching and learning in emergency conditions and to promote the critical
appropriation of methodologies and tools for designing ERT. Topics addressed were blended
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education contents, expanded and flipped classroom, open, distance and online teaching, ERT,
methodologies for the redesign of teaching in digital environments, activities and OER in the
design of teaching in the VLE. Multimedia digital technologies were presented with a strong
commitment to social justice in their selection and use.
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Module 2 called Online assessment of learning had the following content: formative, continuous
and summative evaluation, self-evaluation, peer evaluation, distance evaluation in times of
emergency, evaluation design tools in VLE, and rating methods. In this module evaluation
took place by means of questionnaires, rubrics, and games, promoting the experimentation of
different evaluation modalities. In this module, the aim was to promote caring pedagogies in
learning assessment, as opposed to proctoring, in consideration of the context of the extremely
vulnerable situation in which students found themselves.
The Bonus Track was a section that included videos made by invited professors, recognized
international experts in open and critical digital education: Catherine Cronin, Rory McGreal,
Alejandra Ambrosino, Adriana Gewerc, Carina Lion, Tel Amiel, Ignacio Aranciaga and Juliana
Raffaghelli. They shared one-minute videos with a piece of advice and inspiration for the
redesign of ERT.
The Tutoring process was an option to continue aimed at those students who, having completed
the activities of both modules, expressed interest in a critical reflective dialogue for a guided
formative ERT design process as agents of curriculum change. This combination resulted in
a MOOC-inspired course enriched with a Tutoring process. The tutoring process involved two
weeks of intense work. This activity was combined with active and collaborative participation
in two synchronic sessions via webconference (Jitsi). The approval of the Tutoring process was
achieved by completing the supervised final work, in which students redesigned the course or
course segment for ERT.

3.2 COURSE METHODOLOGY
The formative process proposed an evolutionary approach that placed teaching as the most
significant and meaningful element in a network of relationships (Jackson 2002). It addressed
quality considering the context in which it was taking place, understood as the physical and online
environment, the notions, the previous assumptions, and the events influencing the activity.
The methodology focused on the teachers’ own course redesign, proposing a cycle
(Figure 1), based upon a continuous reflection on their practices, addressing the ideation and
implementation process that would be involved in the migration from their face-to-face
proposals to ERT. The process would mainly be focused on familiar practices, but it would
be nurtured by educational resources, assessment tools and activities that proposed critical
reflective thinking and exchange.

Figure 1 Course learning cycle
and tools.

3.3 IMPLEMENTATION
Implementation involved 700 university teachers (about 16% of the target population, the
total number of faculties) that expressed interest in the course through the registration
form. Modality 1 lasted two weeks. 498 participants, 71% of the total number, enrolled. The
Tutoring process, organized in two cohorts and coordinated in pairs by the teaching team, was
undertaken by 83 teachers. 70% successfully completed all the redesign activities.
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3.3.1 Participants: characterization and engagement
The characterization of the participants according to their discipline, faculty or institute and
self-perceived competency level in technology assisted teaching, was obtained from the
self-administered registration form. These data were analyzed, aiming at characterizing the
population and participants’ profiles.
Figure 2 shows the origin of the participants, in relation to the university service and the

area of knowledge. Although there is a higher proportion of teachers in the Health Sciences
area, approximately a half, all areas of knowledge, and university services had considerable
participation.

Figure 2 Udelar service (left)
and knowledge area (right) of
the registered participants.

Added to the disciplinary differences, the diversity in their knowledge in digital technologies
and in university teaching experiences, posed an additional challenge. Self-perception of the
participants’ digital technology training was at a medium level. Thus, 28% of those enrolled
said they perceived their level of training as low, while 11% understood that they had extensive
training in the topics addressed.
The analysis of the participants’ engagement was carried out from the count of interactions
per user (Queiroga et al. 2020; Queiroga, Cechinel & Araújo 2017). Participants’ engagement
was considered in terms of task completion (self-evaluation activities) and degree of course
completion. They are distributed according to Milligan’s typology (Milligan, Littlejohn &
Margaryan 2013) in 202 absent, 136 observers, 156 lurkers, and 206 active participants.
The marked participation in self-assessment and reflective activities, designed to allow the
participants to advance in the course, emerges as a relevant aspect. Lurkers also contributed to
these records. There is a spontaneous high participation in exchange forums, showing a higher
frequency of interactions, even though this was the only activity that was not evaluated.

4. EVALUATION OF THE EXPERIENCE
The course content, activities and methodology have been broadly explained above. We believe
that the TPD experience has motivated a deep reflective process for the teacher educators.
However, this article reflects on a second approach to the experience: that of researchers
who have observed some valuable evidence of teachers’ professional development and digital
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technology appropriation processes. What follows reflects these researchers’ perspectives and
inferences drawn from observation analysis and interpretation of teachers’ production in the
context of the course. It proposes an analytic and reflective outlook into participants’ work.
The content produced by course participants was considered since it constitutes documentary
evidence which reveals how they have transitioned their Higher Education teaching throughout
pandemic times and where they seem to have arrived. The course learning cycle diagram
introduced above in Figure 1, shows this transition.

4.1 REFLECTIVE PRACTICE AND IDEATION OF CURRICULUM CHANGE
The cycle proposed in the course has considered a process that transitions from course ideation
to course design, nurtured by evaluation and reflective moments. Beginning at the reflective
practice, the teachers filled in a questionnaire, consisting of open questions organized by
topics. This tool aimed to foster a critical reflective process on personal teaching objectives,
approaches and practices, and ideation of curriculum change. Answers to the open-ended
questions were coded and analyzed using AtlasTi. The following categories were considered:
teachers and students’ roles, resources, processes and strategies and assessment. Results are
presented below, including quotations from the teachers’ answers.
Regarding roles, the most frequent words in the teachers’ reflective practice were learning
and reflection. Their own roles were conceived as facilitators, advisors, and moderators. They
referred to motivating students and evaluating, displaying actions such as delivering content,
questioning, contributing, collaborating, and anticipating priorities. Teachers’ perspectives on
their roles seem to gravitate towards a student-centered, learning-as-a-process conception,
away from a more teacher-centered, directive instructional paradigm. There is also a certain
concern about the affective domain of learning making classes enjoyable and teaching actions
supportive.
“The role may be to encourage the use of alternative communication channels to take
advantage of the time and make the learning process a little more enjoyable for each
student.”
“I think that whatever they are given will depend on the motivation of the students
and that is where our role comes in to promote this work dynamics and support them
in the process.”
Regarding resources, teachers’ references suggest the development of awareness of the possibility
of selecting or creating resources in a variety of formats and media. Also some concern about the
way students will access those materials can be appreciated. They also show sensitivity about
the openness of those resources and interest in knowing how to set open licenses. Reflection,
organization, activities and delivery are the most mentioned. In relation to resources formats
for remote teaching, frequent words are: links, texts, audio, audiovisual, lessons and contents in
varied supports. Accessibility and adaptation are important issues for teachers.
“[regarding] resources, I consider that virtual ones do not replace face-to-face
interaction. We are facing a paradigm shift, without a doubt, so it is imperative to
follow the processes, to understand them”.
“Open educational resources would be the best option, within the platform there are a
variety of them that could be used”.
Processes and strategies refer to the educational methodology deployed by the teacher.
Teachers display a variety of technical concepts to describe the processes they are interested
in promoting. In this regard, reflection on practices and attention to students were relevant
issues, as well as difficulties resulting from the educational emergency. Understanding
students’ knowledge and feedback, collaborative activities, meetings, and formative, dynamic
and flexible strategies are mentioned. Teachers seem to have embraced collaborative and
interactive classroom dynamics.
“… process to ignite the desire for the search for knowledge, which is something
wanted and longed for.”
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“…teaching strategy and course evaluation, anticipating the gaps between the learning
objectives we plan and the previous competencies of the students.”
Assessment has been a critical issue in the framework of the health emergency, requiring
transformations that allow considering the diversity of student situations while guaranteeing
its validity. Teachers went for formative and self-assessments, and reflective and integrative
works. Summative assessment based on strategies like questionnaires, tests, and multiple
choice, appears to be combined with self-reflection, participation activities presentations and
co-evaluation. Course assessment was highlighted, in order to know difficulties in delivery of
activities and content. Teachers display a wide repertoire of tools and strategies and plan on
proposing different kinds of evaluations:
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“I think it is important to generate an exchange with the students and have feedback
from them, to be able to anticipate which of the resources may work and which will be
more difficult”.
“[…] assessment: I consider it to be one of the biggest challenges at the moment, I
do not have an answer to these questions, but I do think that an assessment that is
throughout the course would be better and also close with a more formal instance
(exam), mainly thinking about massive courses”.

4.2 TEACHING ONLINE REDESIGN
In the final activity of the Tutoring process, participants redesign a complete course, a course
segment or learning assessment. To guide them in this task, a redesign guidelines document
was proposed, which involved a five step decision process: considering course consistency
of objectives and design choices, deciding upon use and articulation of environments
and technologies, defining course content and activities, setting interaction channels and
developing assessment strategies (see Figure 3). This document was developed considering
all the teaching dimensions dealt with throughout the course, organized in an orderly manner
so as to facilitate the process. The suggested process involves an initial ideational moment
for conceiving and decision making and a time to execute decisions by developing the tools,
selecting, creating resources, or making the necessary adaptations. Final deliverables would
include: the proposal outline and a text that supports and explains the foundations of the
redesign proposal. This final task was assessed with a rubric that considered the following
dimensions: course consistency; environment and technology use and articulation; content and
activities; interaction; and learning assessment. Course participants received detailed feedback
clarifying achievements and areas of improvement.

Figure 3 Evaluation of
redesign stage.
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As part of the evaluation of this experience, these final tasks act as pieces of evidence of
teachers’ professional development regarding online teaching. Distribution among categories
and stages are shown below in Figure 3.
The assessment question this time has been: To what extent have teachers in this professional
experience been able to appropriate digital technologies so as to harmoniously integrate them
into a consistent, applicable course design? Which of the following stages are teachers at,
individually and what does this assessment explain about the teachers who have successfully
finished the complete experience? Results show the following:
transfer stage: As observed in the figure below, 12 to 13% of teachers are at this
stage in dimensions 1 to 4: course consistency, environment and technology, content
and activities and interaction. Their proposal adapts content to the new environment,
mainly simulating the face-to-face course. Digital environments and tools are used
mostly as repositories or to reproduce classroom dynamics. For example, uploading
bibliography or creating questionnaires.
transitional stage: 42 to 46% are at a transition stage in dimensions 1 to 4. The
proposal shows a deliberate intention of exploring digital environments and tools.
There is some awareness of the specificity of digital mediation and possibilities in
teaching. For example, there might be audiolingual resources or forum activities with
tutoring teachers.
innovative stage: 42 to 44% of teachers have stepped into innovative designs in
dimensions 1 to 4. Their proposal incorporates a new perspective that makes use
of specific possibilities of digital environments and tools. For example, collaborative
activities are proposed, a variety of evaluation tools are implemented.
The one dimension that clearly shows evidence of a different, slower appropriation process is
learning assessment. 35% of teachers propose evaluation strategies that simulate traditional
face to face evaluation practices, 31% have started transitioning towards more innovative uses,
integrating more formative kinds of assessment. 35% have started innovating and enlarging
their repertoire of evaluation tools.

4.3 EVALUATION OF THE EXPERIENCE BY THE PARTICIPANTS
The participants’ evaluation of the MOOC and the TPD experience provides input that enriches
the reflection and further work. Regarding the educational proposal and its relationship with
motivation, 91% expressed that the course fulfilled their expectations and 94% that the
contents were a relevant contribution to consider in their teaching practice.
A qualitative analysis of open responses reveals three aspects mentioned: quality of the content,
relevance of the course and course dynamics. The quality of the content was characterized as
valuable, excellent, successful, enriching and novel. Knowledge about assessment, in relation
to its conception and available tools, was especially valued. Regarding course relevance, it was
highlighted as useful and timely given the emergency context, particularly the relevance in
terms of the timing and the flexibility of its modality. Also, teachers were very expressive about
the importance of this space as a place for being cared for.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
At the end of this stage, it is necessary that spaces for reflection be generated, so that lessons
learned can emerge and connections can be made between what has been experienced and
already existing TPD actions.
The high response and satisfaction with this MOOC-inspired TPD initiative, enables future
projects with further improved proposals of this sort. The results of the evaluation carried
out by the participants are consistent with other recent similar initiatives that allowed
conceptualization of MOOCs as an efficient environment to enhance TPD (Koukis & Jimoyiannis
2019). MOOCs have been a viable alternative to address TPD, but it is recognized that, as a tool
for this purpose, they are still in an initial stage (Ji and Cao 2016) and they require more analysis
about quality and adequacy.
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The volume of teachers reached, and the response achieved confirm aspects already
addressed in previous studies: the good reception by teachers (Van de Poël & Verpoorten
2019; Koutsodimou & Jimoyiannis 2015), the benefits of flexibility and the scalability of the
proposal to meet professional development objectives (Vivian, Falkner & Falkner 2014; Kennedy
& Laurillard 2019) and effectiveness in terms of costs and use of resources (Wambugu 2018).
However, the effectiveness and design of MOOCs as a TPD tool is still being researched. In
this sense, some studies refer to its promising character for equality, quality and efficiency in
global education. Wambugu (2018) refers to MOOCs as TPD tools and points out their untapped
potential. MOOCs admit persistence formats with successive returns to the same course in
order to reaffirm or expand knowledge, an aspect that is expected to be explored in future
editions of our course. Other activities have been planned for future implementation, such as
the combination of the self-delivered course with Academic Professional Learning Community
(APLC) (Czerwonogora & Rodés, 2019). In this sense, it is essential that the MOOC model be
designed keeping in mind the following characteristics: it should promote teachers learning,
active engagement, peer interaction, mutual support, and collaborative creation of educational
artefacts (Koukis & Jimoyiannis 2020), as it is conceived in the experience presented.
Active participants, observers, and lurkers, reveal different levels of involvement, which reveal
teachers’ diverse needs, possibilities and interests, something that has been explored in the
evaluations that the participants make of the course, and in the engagement profiles. The qualitative
analyses developed allowed us to assess the impact of this MOOC-inspired TPD experience for
the transformation of teaching practices. According to these findings, the course learning cycle
allowed us to follow the Pedagogy of Care framework (Noddings 2013; Burke and Lamar 2021),
first by modelling and dialogue, then followed by practice and confirmation. Regarding the last,
analysis of this experience has continued in the current development of autoethnographies (Ellis,
Adams & Bochner 2011) carried out with 10 of the participants who have agreed to participate.
It is relevant to identify emerging MOOC models that go beyond the transmissive ones (Morris
& Stommel 2017). Critical Digital Pedagogy requires designing educational technologies in
accordance with ethical principles and forms of property based on common goods (Lazarus
2019). This Critical Digital Pedagogy perspective includes the right to access, to privacy, to create
public knowledge, to possess personal data and intellectual property, to financial and pedagogical
transparency, to be cared for, to have great teachers and to be teachers (Morris & Stommel 2013).
From the point of view of Critical Digital Pedagogy, in the present experience, it was important
that the content of the MOOC-inspired course included theoretical tools that would contribute
to a deeper analysis, developing teacher literacy, increasing their repertoire of perspectives
to critically analyze their own educational practice. Also, an emphasis is placed on Pedagogy
of Care. This caring involves different dimensions. In the case of the teachers in this context
of the MOOC it meant making a design which could eventually be deepened but it should
avoid teachers’ work overload. It had to be enough to introduce the main debates about
online teaching and ERT, but it needed to promote a teaching design that would be careful
about students’ vulnerability. And finally, it had to instill a perspective of care for the university
community and its resources, and of the internet resources themselves, considering the
materiality of digital technology as a finite resource (Borning, Friedman & Logler 2020).
This TPD program revealed an understanding of the MOOC itself as a format that can be
combined with other kinds of designs such as academic communities of learning and practice.
It can be said, from experience, that a MOOC is not a tool that, by itself, satisfies all TPD needs,
but it can be part of a combination with other subsequent or parallel strategies. A MOOC, or
MOOC-inspired course, can become an OER which may be integrated to a TPD design that
generates instances for interaction and exchange. For example, these designs could request
that teachers go through the MOOC first, in hybrid education modalities. The evolution of the
MOOC from a teaching format to an OER would be possible only if it is a truly open MOOC,
designed with open licenses, openly shared, and openly developed with open software. So, it is
important to return to this issue of MOOCs becoming OER. This kind of decision is also based on
the Critical Digital Pedagogy approach.
It is important to mention the limitations of the presented experience. The TPD experience
opened a space to the teachers for reflection. It mobilized emotions and learning experiences,
but there wasn’t enough time and space to work on these emergent outcomes.
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Another important aspect to be highlighted was the high, spontaneous number of conversations
among the participating teachers that took place in the exchange forum. It overflowed, showing
that teachers want more instances of this kind. The forum became a space for collaboration
among peers because they responded to each other’s doubts, needs and suggestions. The
lesson learned here was that many times a training tool may be developed with some
expectations, which may be fulfilled, but other unexpected, emerging results could spring
up. The aforementioned lessons learned are currently being approached in the new project
“Digital University: towards critical literacy for the transformation of teaching practices”, aimed
to develop Academic Professionals’ Learning Community. The intention is that what was deeply
mobilized in the teachers’ individual experiences can be given more ways to enable shared
reflective practice and collaboration.
The TPD strategy implemented promotes a process of professional strengthening aimed at
expanding academic knowledge, improving professional teaching skills and teaching capacities.
It requires both access to adequate resources and content, as well as spaces for reflection and
exchange. This second need is the one that MOOCs least satisfy, given their massiveness. This
aspect has also been evident in the way in which teachers appropriated the forum space, an
activity that presents the highest frequency and is the only one that was not part of the battery
of accrediting evaluations for approval. This space becomes an area of interaction, support of
the activity and learning processes, an incipient APLC that would later have more possibilities of
realization in the Tutoring, an aspect that will be addressed in future work.
The need to combine the educational principles addressed in a generic way through the units
proposed in the MOOC, with the immediate reality and localized practice, have already been
identified as emerging results (Kennedy & Laurillard 2019) which motivate us to think about
the benefit of combining massive learning experiences with the development of self-sustaining
digital communities. The applicability of MOOCs to the TPD task also motivates us to reflect
on the type of participant that can benefit from this modality and on the possible benefits of
continuing to explore this tool.
Regarding the specificities of university teachers, their usual lack of pedagogical training, their
trajectory and experience in research and disciplinary specialization should be pointed out.
They are academic professionals who have a repertoire of competencies in the area, which
allow an autonomous use of resources and intellectual production. Although they share an
academic culture, which generally does not thematize teaching, they participate in academic
communities that favor a collaborative construction of knowledge. In the context in which
this course is generated, the conditions require considering teaching as a problem and as a
challenge. The possibility of generating spaces where teaching, its principles and practices are
addressed, constitutes a pending debate, which is updated by the force of circumstances.
We understand that multiple lines of future work emerge from the diversity and richness of the
reported experience. On the other hand, it opens a line of analysis from a qualitative approach
oriented to the study of participation profiles, as well as in the reflection processes on the
redesign of tutoring practices. Finally, the communities of interprofessional practice begin to
emerge as a work environment, due to the richness of the interaction among teachers from
different disciplines, professional development paths and research areas, in the common
construction of knowledge in a collaborative way, starting from the habit of problematization.
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